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Objective

An individual with experience in loss prevention management, law enforcement, and oil and gas is
seeking a challenging and interesting position and start career with a company in the car/sales 
consultant industry where room for advancement is possible.

Skills

Graphic Design, Screenplay Writing, Video Production, Directing, Video Editing, Visual Effects, 
Investigation, Security, Firearms.

Work Experience

Detective
ABC Corporation  July 2013 – July 2014 
 Responsible for investigating crimes such as burglaries, homicides, assaults, and other 

incidents to find and implicate perpetrators.
 Collects evidence, interviews witnesses, and testifies in court.
 Detectives hold a specialized role in law enforcement and are much like police officers, except

their job is more focused on investigations and fact gathering, and they do not patrol.
 Interview suspects, witnesses, and victims as they try to piece together the story of how the 

crime that they are investigating occurred.
 Work closely with their jurisdictions Crime Scene Investigation Unit (CSI), which gathers the 

forensic evidence need to work their cases.
 Continue to work diligently on a case until it is solved or until they can go no further with the 

evidence and other information they have gathered.
 Collect and use forensic evidence to solve crimes.

Detective
ABC Corporation  2010 – 2013 
 Included Investigations of crimes to include high profile cases, property crimes and 

fraud/theft.
 Process crime scenes for evidence.
 Conduct Interviews of suspects.
 Apply for search and arrest warrants and execution of search warrants.
 Prepare detailed reports of cases for prosecution.
 Conduct monthly intelligence meeting with surrounding agencies and act as liaison between 

other agencies and the Sheriffs Office.
 Conduct surveillance of suspects..

Education

Certification in Certified - (Regional Counterdrug Training Academy)
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